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Urban Dictionary: Is that so?
one hell of a phrase to question some other dood's existence.
Can only be countered by yes that is so.
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dictionary definition | is-that-so defined
Hakuin lived in the late seventeenth and early
centuries. He is said to have created the
question: “What is the sound of one.

What Do You Say to ‘That’s So Gay’ & Other Anti-LGBTQ
Comments? | Welcoming Schools
A beautiful story has come in to my awareness the past couple
of ways. The story is about Zen Master Hakuin and often
referred to as “Is that so.
So that or in order that ? - English Grammar Today - Cambridge
Dictionary
So pick one thing other people won't do. It can be simple. It
can be small. Doesn't matter. Whatever it is, do it. You'll
instantly be a little different.
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In recent times, Western cultures have become interested in
Buddhism; it touches us in emotional and spiritual ways. NOT a
such cold day. B: Is that so?
Henry:Isthatright?Wethoughtwewouldwin. Is nothing sacred? It
is a love story — without an object of love — of universal
embrace of every situation, without judgment. It doesn't need
emphasis. Jane15Comments.It was such a quick meteor storm.
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